
CHAINS & WHEELS
for all Applications



Transmission Chains
from 6mm to 3 inch Triplex in stock
and up to 4.5 inch Triplex from our 
factory in Germany.

Conveyor chains to Imperial and
metric standards. With or without
attachments.

Be-spoke chains available for
all industries. KOBO make
chains for all applications, in
carbon,stainless and other
special steels. Lubricated,
non-lube & low maintenance

Ancillary parts for chains such as pullers,
breakers, connecting and crank links.
Attachments extended pins, rubber and
steel topped chains.

Adapted transmission chains
attachments, rubber tops, extended
plates and pins. specially configured
plates. Carbon, stainless and
plated chains.



Sprockets in pilot bore, carbon steel and
cast iron. Also available in stainless steel
Machining available in our own workshop.
Double simples and be-spoke designs
available.

Sprockets in Taper bore, steel and cast iron
reverse taper bores available.
Heat treated teeth if required.
Sizes up to 20B-1 in stock. Larger sizes
can be fabricated in house to your
requirements.

Conveyor wheels in steel and cast iron.
spur gears bevels and racks available.
be-spoke items can be manufactured
to your drawings in house up to 800mm
diameter and 3500mm in Germany

Tensioners for chains and belts from
ROSTA of Switzerland.
These units can be used for scraping belts
and guiding product through machinery
Items can be manufactured to suit
your requirements.

Vibratory screen mountings, jogging and
gyratory mountings. Available for industries 
such as quarrying, food production and
wood preparation.



The KOBO range of elastomric couplings
are fully interchangeable with standard
couplings used throughout all industry.
The couplings consist of two cast iron
hubs which are connected by an
elastomeric six leg spider (flexible
component).component). They are available in 8 sizes.
Available in taper bushed and pilot bore.

KOBO V-Belt pulleys are manufactured
to ISO 4183. Pulleys are all taper bushed
and are statically balanced and suitable
for perephic speeds of up - to 35 m/s.
All pulleys are phosphated after
machining and are available in SPZ,SPA,
SPB &SPC up to 8 grooveSPB &SPC up to 8 groove

KOBO HTD pulleys are available in
taper bush and pilot bore, also available
from our factory - Timing pulleys to 
ISO 5294 & metric pulleys to
Din 7721-2.



KOBO Leaf chain can be
supplied on reels or as cut
lengths all with certification,
cotter pins and or connecting
links. With our on site work
shop and team of fully trained
engineers, we can provideengineers, we can provide
bespoke and standard
anchor bolts to your
requirements.
Standard chains as well as
chains with plastic guides are 
available from stock, along
with our specialised chain lubewith our specialised chain lube

KOBO Endurance chain is
a lube free, low maintenance
chain. Due to the special pin
and sintered bush Endurance
chain can give up-to 35 times
greater service life compared
with standard oiled chains.with standard oiled chains.

Endurance chain is ideal for
the food industry, electronics
industry, packaging and
printing and the textile
industry amongst others.

Once fitted, there is no need
for lubrication.for lubrication.



Chains for the
Cement Industry

Chains for the 
Logging and wood Industry

Chains for Sterilizers and 
Pasteurizers in the food industry.
Special materials including
stainless steel and alu-bronze.

Chains for the Paper Industry, with horizontal
and V platforms, standard bushes and needle 
roller bearings

Chains for scraping material, for road laying machinery,
for wood and grain.

Chains for Escalators and moving walkways, for Metro systems
and retail stores. Standard lubrication, also with grease galleries and
with polymer bushes for non-lube applications.



Twin strand conveyor chain for transporting automobiles on
the production line

Large 4.5 inch triplex
roller chain for use as
either a drive chain or
lifting chain for sheet
steel accumulators

Bespoke high
precision chain
for tooling.

High precision stenter chain
for the textile industry



Bi-planar chain
for use in industries
such  as abbatoir,
textile, car production,
baggage handling.

Attachment roller for
car wash conveyor
chain

Special accumulator chain for use in the food industry

Bespoke gears and sprockets



Contact us at the planning stage
of your projects

Our team of technical designers
and application engineers using
modern techniques will provide
the most ideal and economic
solution to you and your clientssolution to you and your clients
problems



Bespoke sprockets can 
be manufactured and
attachments  welded
to conveyor chains

Sprockets up-to 812mm (32 inch) diameter
can be turned, shafts up to 3 metres
can be manufactured.

A fully comprehensive workshop is at your disposal
with welding, turning and milling in place



ROSTA Anti-vibration screen mountings and motorbases,
compliment the product range, along with  vibratory motors
from Vennanzetti

Motor base for 500HP (290kW)
Motor

AB units for mobile screening

Vibrating motors for
screening and sifting
conveyors



www.kobo.co.uk

KOBO (UK) Ltd for your power transmission and conveyor chain requirements

With over £2,500,000 of stock, standard chain, sprockets & specials we are here to service your requirements.

Transmission chains in standard and premium from 6mm pitch to 3 inch triplex
Sprockets in pilot and taper bore, in steel, cast iron and stainless.
Double simple sprockets in pilot bore and taper bore
Reverse taper bore sprockets
Stainless steel sprocketsStainless steel sprockets
Plate wheels.

All of the above in British standard and American standard.

Conveyor chains in Imperial and metric, to works standard and I.S.O
Conveyor wheels in steel and cast iron

ROSTA tensioners for chains and belts, also for use in packaging machines, collators and belt scraping.
Rosta units in module form for special machine applications
Rosta screen mounts for vibratorRosta screen mounts for vibratory, giratory and jogging screens in the quarrying, wood and food industries.
Rosta units for motor bases, self tensioning for any motor up to 200kW
Slide motorbases for manual adjustment.

Ancillary parts such as weld on hubs, taper bushes and attachments and rubber tops for chains.
A comprehensive maching facilty in house with turning, milling and welding available, from standard 
boring and keying to be-spoke items, available in-house.

Vibrating motors for exciting screens and feeders in the quarry, wood and food industries
VVibrating motors for bunkers and silos to keep product flowing.

KOBO have 6 sales engineers available for joint visits to help you solve problems and identify products
With next day delivery on product when ordered before 4.15pm and no minimum order charge, why
not let us help you.

Quality Steel link chains from KOBO......available for all applications.

Food processing           Beverage Industry          
Wood processing          Paper industry
Sewage processing         Automobile manufacturing
WWater treatment           
Cement industry           KOBO has over 120 years of experience in making chain, we design
Quarrying and agregates      and manufacture in our own factories. With a full engineering back up
Steel industry            we are here to assist you.


